IT Future of Medicine: from molecular analysis to clinical diagnosis and improved treatment.
The IT Future of Medicine (ITFoM, http://www.itfom.eu/) initiative will produce computational models of individuals to enable the prediction of their future health risks, progression of diseases and selection and efficacy of treatments while minimising side effects. To be able to move our health care system to treat patients as individuals rather than as members of larger, divergent groups, the ITFoM initiative, proposes to integrate molecular, physiological and anatomical data of every person in 'virtual patient' models. The establishment of such 'virtual patient' models is now possible due to the enormous progress in analytical techniques, particularly in the '-omics' technology areas and in imaging, as well as in sensor technologies, but also due to the immense developments in the ICT field. As one of six Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) Flagship Pilot Projects funded by the European Commission, ITFoM with more than 150 academic and industrial partners from 34 countries, will foster the development in functional genomics and computer technologies to generate 'virtual patient' models to make them available for clinical application. The increase in the capacity of next generation sequencing systems will enable the high-throughput analysis of a large number of individuals generating huge amounts of genome, epigenome and transcriptome data, but making it feasible to apply deep sequencing in the clinic to characterise not only the patient's genome, but also individual samples, for example, from tumours. The genome profile will be integrated with proteome and metabolome information generated via new powerful chromatography, mass spectrometry and nuclear magnetic resonance techniques. The individualised model will not only enable the analysis of the current situation, but will allow the prediction of the response of the patient to different therapy options or intolerance for certain drugs.